Optimising Cancer Care
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ChemoCare enables patient-centric cancer care, allowing web-based access to cancer treatment information whenever and wherever it is needed.

Built on a modern web technology platform, ChemoCare supports cancer care innovations by enabling uninterrupted system access in the hospital, home or community care settings.

Managing the treatment process from referral to discharge across multiple care settings and cancer networks, ChemoCare’s electronic patient record allowing a paper free or paper light workflow.

To support long term patient survival and the ethos of chronic disease management, ChemoCare supports information sharing across multiple clinical systems way beyond the traditional confines of the oncology EPR.

- Assure patient safety and exemplary care
- Advance your clinical workflow
- Enhance Communication
- Support your clinical trials
- Understand your clinic operations
Assuring Patient Safety and Exemplary Care with ChemoCare

Setting Standards of Care

ChemoCare’s protocol configuration tools and sharing capability enables complex cancer treatments to be prescribed with confidence.

Sharing Best Practice

Protocols can be shared across multiple hospitals and care settings transferred to other ChemoCare systems using our dedicated protocol transfer tool. Safe and consistent prescribing is facilitated by protocol-based treatment pathways. Standard regimen templates allow automated dose calculation.

Enabling Clinical Decisions

ChemoCare offers ready access to critical clinical information including pathology results, reports toxicity and regimen/protocol specific clinical guidance. Patient-centric treatment summary screens enable ongoing patient management and treatment modification.

Supporting Safe Cancer Prescribing

An intelligent drug formulary that supports the correct choices. Regimen modification tools designed exclusively for cancer care professionals. Automated interaction and allergy checking including all medication. Integrated drug administration and drug preparation including expiries.
Improving Patient Experience

Electronic patient referrals minimises treatment delays. Integrated scheduling and prescribing minimises wasted visits and drugs. Clear and legible communications assist accuracy and patient safety.

Making Best Use of your Clinic Resources

ChemoCare allows clinical staff to focus on patients - providing information at the point of care and minimising duplication of effort.
Enhancing Communication with ChemoCare

Enhancing Information Sharing

Using healthcare messaging standards ChemoCare sends and receives information from your hospital and wider healthcare systems so that critical clinical information is always shared.

Seamless Transition from ChemoCare to other Systems

Advanced integration tools streamlines access to ChemoCare patient records alongside other clinical systems.

Supporting Your Clinical Trials with ChemoCare

Advanced Prescription Build Tools

Clinical trial protocols are easy to build and prescribe with ChemoCare’s multi-arm protocol capability. Conditional branching, randomisation and multiregimen protocols assist prescribers with trial compliance.

Patient Search

Proactive identification of eligible patients is available using the CIS Oncology Patient Search Service.
Understanding Your Clinic’s Practice with ChemoCare

Performance and Compliance Management

Industry-standard reporting and report scheduling tools enable ongoing monitoring of clinic performance against KPIs.

Clinical Audit and Governance

A specialised portfolio of auditing reports enables prescribers and managers to verify adherence and evaluate non-compliance.

Activity Monitoring and Billing

Dedicated data extractions support centralised activity monitoring and billing.